fine Italian Silverware since 1957

Tableware, cutlery and decorative items
in sterling silver and silver plated

COMPANY PROFILE

HISTORY

It all started with the initiative and enthusiasm of a
young artisan by the name of Angelo Schiavon who, in
1944 at the age of thirteen, began his apprenticeship
with silversmiths and artisans specialized in copper
hammering. Such was his passion for silversmithing as
to decide to dedicate himself totally to the creation of
objects made of silver. In 1957 he set up his own
silversmith’s workshop in a small storeroom located in
the town of Treviso, not far from Venice; in 1975,
Schiavon took a decisive step and decided to reserve,
from then onwards, all its production exclusively to
qualified retailers, guaranteeing a strictly selective
distribution of its products to upscale shops in Italy and
abroad.

At present, the plant covers an area of 10.000 square
metres over a land measuring 20.000 square metres.
The entire Schiavon production is created inside the
plant thanks to the great number of highly specialized
employees who continue to guarantee a typically artisan
approach and expertise, which is in fact the authentic
strength behind the Schiavon brand name.
Angelo Schiavon’s son and daughter now work
alongside him in the company management, justly
proud of the achievements of the past and increasingly
focused on new challenges for the future.
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Premium aesthetic development, skilled workmanship and technological innovation: today,
Schiavon is a dynamic, well-structured company
that can readily adapt to market changes and
customers’ needs while still offering the same
reliability and expertise that has always
distinguished its history.
Each individual object created by Schiavon
exemplifies beauty, fine taste and authenticity
resulting from precision workmanship, of which a
major part is carried out by hand.
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SILVER CUTLERY
In over fifty years’ experience, Schiavon has maintained its full commitment to prime quality
and research and has thus contributed to consolidating the great tradition of Italian silverware
and cutlery throughout the world.
Schiavon fully guarantees the quality of
its silver cutlery, proposed in a great
variety of patterns. The decoration and
workmanship that highlight table sets are
the unique results of Schiavon’s
traditional artisan expertise and its
commitment to create premium quality

silver cutlery. The blades of the knives, in
high quality stainless steel, are joined to
the silver handle solely with ecological
foodstuff resins.
All Schiavon cutlery pieces are dishwasher safe (except for the salad servers
with genuine horn).
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SILVERWARE
All our silver items propose diverse design
to perfectly suit diverse lifestyles. Pure
silver has a brilliant white lustre, is nontoxic and has extraordinary antibacterial
properties that do not alter the taste of
food or beverages. Highest official silver
alloy purity standards:
800 /°°= 800 parts silver, 200 parts copper
925 /°° = 925 parts silver, 75 parts copper.
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In addition to the purity mark, each silver
item must be marked with a five-pointed
star, the manufacturer’s registration
number and the initials of the province in
which the manufacturer is based.
The mark that identifies an item made by
Schiavon is:  17 TV
The company can carry out special types of
bespoke projects on the customer’s request.

SILVER PLATED HOLLOWARE
Schiavon’s silver plate is very resistant
and suitable for frequent use yet it
maintains the quality, finish and appeal of
classic silver.
The collection is extremely elegant and
practical, providing a touch of luxury for
table settings and home interiors.
The plating is very thick and is achieved

with a special finishing technique that
makes every item maintain its lustre for a
very long time.
In addition to its traditional range, the
company can carry out special types of
bespoke projects on the customer’s
request.
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SILVER PLATED CUTLERY
The Décor Plated cutlery sets are
proposed in a great variety of styles with
a complete catalogue that provides the
ultimate in quality. All the pieces are
harmoniously designed, and therefore feel
comfortable in your hand and are easy to
use. The blades of the knives are made
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from stainless steel and are joined to the
handles with certified eco-friendly food
industry resins.
Every individual piece is created with a
superior, highly-resistant silver plating
which makes it suitable for frequent use;
average thickness of silver: 30 microns.

DESIGN MIX
Design Mix is a collection of objects that
combines the artistic flair of the designer
Giulio Cappellini and the production
fineness of Argenteria Schiavon.
In this collection Giulio Cappellini
translates his design capability into
innovative, refined forms resulting in
silver-plated bowls, cantle-holders, stem-

med dishes, glasses and mini items.
Schiavon creates these items with
inventive artisan techniques consolidated
by the company over the years.
The highly prized wood and lacquer
finishes greatly highlight the brilliance of
the silver plated.
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ARGENTI
D’ARTE
Schiavon presents a special collection of
artistic silver objects, each with its own
particular history and distinctive features.
The unique proposals of this collection are
masterpieces of the silversmith’s art,
created exclusively in hallmark 925 silver.
Exceptional in terms of beauty and refined
craftsmanship, these artworks are the
ultimate expression of the perfection and
excellence of Italian silversmith traditions.
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PHOTO FRAMES
Schiavon photo frames are produced just
in sterling silver ‘925; the back section of
all frames is created in solid mahogany
with polished finish.
There are many models to choose from,

each item supplied with an elegant box.
All the frames have been treated with a
special anti-oxidant coating, which
guarantees their brilliance and quality.
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CUSTOMIZED PROJECTS
Impeccable technical expertise, rare aesthetic flair and the creative skills of Schiavon
master silversmiths make it possible for the company to create objects that are
unique, both in terms of design and dimensions.
Customized projects entail Schiavon’s experts working in close cooperation with the
customer or with the customer’s buyer, designer or interior decorator, as the case
may be.
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Both sterling silver and silver plated cutlery can
be coated with a special, very thick gold-plating
in order to offer an extra touch of luxury.
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CERTIFICATE OF GUARANTEE
Schiavon guarantees the quality of all its products,
both in sterling silver and in silver plated; the
certificate guarantees the authenticity and the
quality craftsmanship of the object.
After our qualified personnel has carried out total
quality control, each individual piece is stamped
with the following registered markings:
17 TV
800 or 925 if silver
SCHIAVON
Each object is distinguished by a red seal that
displays the Schiavon logo.

PACKAGING
Each item comes with the Schiavon guarantee and wrapped with Schiavon
packaging. Every cutlery accessory is wrapped with an anti-oxidizing cloth
and placed inside a stylish box. Silver objects instead are first wrapped in
white tissue paper then placed in an elegant bag and lastly inside a box.
Moreover, each item can be gift packed with Schiavon’s gift paper, ribbon
and label. Shopping bags in three different sizes are available.

Soft, elegant and anti-oxidizing cloth rolls for cutlery sets with 6 and 12 place
settings, which are specially treated to prevent the silver from tarnishing
(normal oxidation).

Elegant and functional wooden chests upholstered in
soft, beige coloured eco-leather and lined inside with a
special fabric that prevents the silver from tarnishing
(normal oxidation). The chests come in two sizes - for 6
place settings (30 pieces) and 12 place settings (89
pieces) - but can be custom made to any size.

Many gift items in elegant boxes are available.
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CLEANING
Special products for easy cleaning and removal of any surface tarnish (normal
oxidation).
These excellent, non-aggressive cleaning products come in spray, cream and
foam versions and are supplied with specific instructions for use.

Schiavon’s display, three different designs to fulfill all needs.
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